The mission of scholar@uc is to preserve the permanent intellectual output of UC, to advance discovery and innovation, to foster scholarship and learning through the transformation of data into knowledge, to collect a corpus of works that can be used for teaching and to inspire derivative works, and to enhance discoverability and access to these resources, worldwide.

WHY CONTRIBUTE MY WORK TO scholar@uc?
You can use Scholar@UC to collect your work in one location and make unpublished output available. Your data and unpublished reports will no longer reside solely on inaccessible backroom computers or servers. The global influence, impact and recognition of your scholarly work and research are both enhanced and preserved securely. Federal and private foundations increasingly mandate access to publicly funded research data, and require proposals to include data management plans to ensure long-term access. Scholar@UC can help you and other researchers meet these requirements.

WHAT TYPES OF WORK CAN BE ADDED TO scholar@uc?
- Text – publications (book articles and journals), drafts, analyses, white papers, reports, proposals, correspondence.
- Instructional & Research Materials – images, learning objects, media (audio & video), syllabi, source materials.
- Complex, Large Formats – data, TEI and XML, websites, social media archives.
- Student Output – capstone/senior projects, honors projects when sponsored by UC faculty. Graduate theses (eTDs) when accepted and submitted by the Graduate School.

WHAT TYPES OF WORK SHOULD NOT BE ADDED TO scholar@uc?
- Anything categorized as restricted per the University of Cincinnati Data Protection Policy.
- Anything that violates the copyright of others, or violates an agreement with a funding or publishing agency – see our distribution license at scholar.uc.edu/distribution_license_request for a full statement of your rights and responsibilities.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – more FAQ’s, visit https://scholar.uc.edu/faq_request

What about my copyright?
You are in control of your content. You will retain copyright and can issue your content under a Creative Commons license.

What if I’ve already published an article – will my publisher care if I put it in scholar@uc?
This varies by publisher. See this information on Scholar@UC about Creator Rights https://scholar.uc.edu/creators_rights_request.

Who can access my content?
You can make your content private until you are ready to publish, embargo content until a specific date, limit access to a group of individual UC users, limit access to the UC community or make your content available worldwide. The choice is yours.

Will I be able to access my content in the far future?
Scholar@UC is a stable platform with preservation services to mitigate risks of hardware failure, file corruption and other digital disasters, ensuring the long-term preservation and availability of your content.

What is the difference between Box and scholar@uc?
Box and other cloud services are storage and file sharing services. Scholar@UC not only stores your research, but also preserves it and allows for findability according to your settings. You can also import from Box into Scholar@UC.

TO GET STARTED WITH scholar@uc, visit scholar.uc.edu or email scholar@uc.edu.